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MEETINGS ACANT general meetings are held at the DPC Club House at the 
Mickett Creek Shooting Complex, Darwin, at 7.30 pm on the second 
Thursday of each month. Approval has been obtained from the 
Commissioner of Police for each meeting to be preceded by an authorised 
collectors’ shoot. Under current arrangements, firearms held on a 
collector’s licence, including A, C, and H Class firearms but excluding B 
Class, may be discharged at approved shoots, conducted at DPC Range 3 
commencing at 5.30 pm.  The committee strongly encourages as many 
members as possible to attend these Thursday shoots.  

Thursday Themed Meetings 
9th JAN       New Acquisitions 
13th FEB     Police and Militia  
12th MAR   Bayonets, Swords, Knives  
9th APR       Small Arms of the Boer Wars and WWI  
14th MAY    Patents of John Moses Browning  
11th JUNE   Military Accoutrements  
9th JULY      Martinis, Sniders, & Australian Colonial 
13th AUG    Small Arms of WWII  
10th SEPT    Big Game and Classic Sporters  
8th OCT       Webleys and Service Sidearms  
12th NOV    Shotguns, Rimfire and & Bore Rifles  
10th DEC     Ordnance, Cartridges, Tools, etc 
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Rifled Muzzle Loading Cannon Ammunition in the 
Northern Territory 

 
By Jared Archibald 

 
The history of cannons and related ordnance in the Northern Territory is 
sparse as there were few cannon brought into the area, and almost none 
ended up stationed here permanently. One notable exception is the small 
calibre, smooth bore cannon that holds station in the roundabout at 
Government House on the Esplanade in Darwin. However, that is a story 
for another time. 
 

he first four attempts at settling what would become known as the 
Northern Territory coast failed. The first three were established by 
the British in a strategic and successful attempt at keeping the French 

from claiming the northern part of the Australian continent as their own. 
The first was Fort Dundas on Melville Island, the second Fort Wellington, 
and the last Victoria Settlement – the latter two situated on Cobourg 
Peninsula. These three settlements had contingents of soldiers based 
therein, along with a selection of smoothbore muzzle loading cannon set 
up for the protection of each colony. The fourth failed attempt was 
established by the South Australian Government at Escape Cliffs, near the 
mouth of the Adelaide River, following their acquisition of the Northern 
Territory from New South Wales in 1863. Several muzzle-loading smooth 
bore cannon were positioned here for its brief duration between 1864 and 
1866, and then returned to Adelaide. 
 
This article deals specifically with an interim transitional design of cannon 
which saw the introduction of pointed shot and rifling in artillery design. 
The goal of ordnance designers was always to increase the rate of fire and 
accuracy of cannon during warfare.   
 
The cannon in question were known as Rifled Muzzle Loaders, or RMLs for 
short. It was well known that round cannon balls or shot fired from a 
smooth bore cannon were only reasonably accurate, and being muzzle 
loaded had a slow rate of fire. Various designs were tried to improve 
accuracy and rate of fire with breech loading designs being introduced, and 
the use of pointed shot. However, pointed shot still tended to tumble once 
clear of the muzzle making it even less accurate than round shot. It is here 
that the rudiments of barrel rifling began to appear. It was ascertained that 
if the pointed shot was spun on firing it would drill through the air and 
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behave predictably until it 
hit the target. Various rifling 
types were tried but the 
first really successful design 
culminated in the 
production of rifled muzzle 
loading cannons. 
 
RML cannon had shallow, 
slow twist, Woolwich three-
groove rifling cut into their 
barrel bores. (See Figure 1 
right) The pointed 
cylindrical iron ammunition 
was studded; having raised 
oval-shaped copper, zinc or 
brass offset studs affixed to 
its sides which engaged with 
the rifling and imparted spin 
to the projectile upon firing.  
 
It was interesting that breech-loading cannons were extant at this time, but 
the RMLs soldiered on for decades alongside them due partly to mistrust of 
new technology by some gunners and high-ranking officers, and some 
nasty accidents with the new breech loading cannon. These accidents, 
however, were more to do with metallurgy not keeping pace with the 
power and pressures exerted on barrels by newer propellants than any 
inherent design problem. RMLs ranged in calibre from 3 inch (firing a 7 
pound shell) to 12 inch (firing a massive 600 pound projectile). Their use 
ranged from light artillery pulled by mules, to massive cannon and mortars 
sited in fixed fortifications, to turret mounted guns mounted on naval 
ships. 
 
Now, having given some history and context to RML cannon we arrive at 
the reason for the article. The first question that must be asked, and then 
answered, is: how many RML cannon were based in the Northern 
Territory? The answer is simple – absolutely none! 
 
So why write this article in the first place? For the simple reason that in the 
later half of this year two different examples of RML ammunition have 
been discovered here in the Territory. 
 

Figure 1: Cutaway diagram of a 64 pounder RML 

cannon showing rifling. Figure 2: Nine pounder RML 

shell showing brass studs. 



 

The first of these came to light in July 2020 
when the author travelled by vehicle to 
Cobourg Peninsula to assist with scientific 
sampling of freshwater fish that were first 
sampled by John Gilbert in 1840 at Victoria 
Settlement. Whilst visiting the home of one of 
the rangers a strange cast iron lump was noted 
sitting at the base of the verandah staircase. 
(See Figures 3 & 4 right) It had the look of an 
exploded high explosive shell, but when 
inspected it had several prominent brassy 
studs attached to its outer surface. His wife 
recounted that she had threatened a number 
of times to either throw the heavy ugly thing in 
the tip, or turn it into a pot for a cactus… 
luckily she had not made good on these 
threats. The kids had also used chalk to draw 
all over it. Knowing nothing about RMLs but 
realising that this relic was unusual and of 
interest, permission was sought and the relic 
photographed and measured before leaving. 
There were no markings upon it apart from 
“6/68” stamped on a single stud surface. See 
Figure 5. The studs also exhibited a raised edge 
along one side which appeared to be an 
artifact from running along the rifling grooves 
of a barrel. The ranger took the author to the 
site where he discovered the relic after a back 
burn the year previous. The area was searched 
diligently for any other pieces without success.  
 
On return to civilisation, and access to 
reference books and the internet, it was 
discovered that this relic was indeed the base 
of an exploded 64 pounder Rifled Muzzle Loading “common” shell. See 
Figure 6. It has a calibre of 6 inches. By way of explanation, a ‘common’ 
shell was a British term for an explosive shell filled with “low explosives” 
(such as gunpowder) rather than ‘high explosives’ (such as cordite). 
 
How on earth did this end up on a low ridge running behind the ranger 
station at Black Point on Cobourg Peninsula? Research is still ongoing but 
circumstantial evidence suggests that this shell may have been fired from 
HMS Penguin between 1890 and 1893 when she was engaged in surveying 

Figure 3: Exploded RML shell at 

Black Point showing hollow for 

gunpowder filling.  

Figure 4. Exploded RML shell at 

Black Point showing two external 

offset brass studs. 



 

the northern coastline of Australia. This ship 
was armed with two 64 pounder RML 
cannon and it is likely that gun drills and 
gunnery practice were carried out on board 
during the voyage resulting in shells being 
fired landward. See Figure 7. Amazingly, one 
of cannon from HMS Penguin still exists and 
is on display at Garden Island in Sydney. It 
was used as a mooring bollard for small craft 
for over half a century before being 
recognised and preserved. 
 
Thus far, Penguin is the only ship armed with 
the correct cannon that has been discovered 
to have been in the Cobourg Peninsula area 
at some time in her active life. 
 
The other example 
came to light in 
August 2020 in the 
Metals Store at the 
Museum and Art 
Gallery of the 
Northern Territory. 
Around 2006 the 
Darwin waterfront 
area was dredged in 
preparation for the 
construction of what 
is now known and 
enjoyed as the 
Darwin Waterfront 
Precinct. This 
dredging was 
monitored primarily 
for unexploded World 
War 2 ordnance, but 
also for historic relics 
that had been thrown 
from or fallen off 
ships anchored in the 
area since the 1870s. 
Many objects were 

Figure 5: Brass stud exhibiting 

stamped numbers. 

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of a 

64 Pounder RML Common Shell. 



 

recovered, conserved, and are held in trust for the Darwin Waterfront 
Authority. Whilst conducting an audit of this material another example of 
RML cannon ammunition came to light. See Figure 8. This was far smaller 
than the Black Point example but was complete apart from the fuze. After 
some careful measurements and delving into the Treatise On Ammunition 
written in 1887, it was ascertained that this was a 7 pounder RML 
“common” shell. It too had a number stamped into one of the copper stud 
surfaces “10/89”. See Figure 9.  The calibre of this round is 3 inches. 
 
In regard to the stampings found on a single stud on each projectile, it is 
most likely these markings are the build date (month /year) for that 
particular round, although no primary source documentation has come to 
light to prove this. 

 
So, how did a non-fired fuzeless 7 pdr RML round end up in Darwin 
Harbour?  All sorts of scenarios can be invented but a possible one is that it 
was brought back as a souvenir by a serviceman returning from the Boer 
War or some other early conflict where these guns were used – he had 
second thoughts about it, and dropped it over the side of the ship before 
disembarking. Its actual history will never be known. 

Figure 7: Two 64 Pounder RML cannon stowed in readiness on HMS Opal - a similar set 

up to that on HMS Penguin. 



 

 
To conclude, although no Rifled Muzzle 
Loading cannon were actually stationed 
in the Northern Territory, at least one 
shell from one was fired onto the shore 
of Cobourg Peninsula from an English 
naval ship over 120 years ago, and 
another round was dropped into Darwin 
Harbour in the late 19th Century or early 
20th Century. 
 
References: 
Browne, Capt. & Majendie, Capt., 
Treatise On Ammunition, 1877, London, 
By order of the Secretary of State for 
War 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Seven pounder RML shell 

dredged from Darwin Harbour in 2006. 

 

Figure 9: Seven pounder RML shell showing possible date stamp on brass 

stud. 

 



 

A Browning Hi Power Engraved By Bruce Dean 
 

By Craig Wharton 
 
 
I had heard of Phil Vinnicombe and his work, but until this Browning came 
along, I had not heard of Bruce Dean. It must be said that I am not a big fan 
of engraving on firearms in general. Yes, some are truly a work of art and in 
my time and my overseas travels I have seen some truly magnificent 
firearms engraving and especially in Turkey, lavishly inlaid with precious 
stones, gold, silver, etc. But to me personally, a firearm is a practical thing 
to be used and enjoyed. Perhaps it is my military training that makes me 
view firearms as “tools of the trade” rather than an object of art. Those 
heavily engraved and “blinged-up” firearms belong in museums. In fact, 
that is where I saw quite a lot of them. 

 
But who is Bruce Dean, and how prolific is his firearms engraving? 
Information on him is very scant considering the man’s talent in the 
engraving business. He is considered to be one of Australia’s best 
engravers. There was an article written in the Australian Shooters Journal 
by Bwana Samaki, (a regular contributor), back in October 1988. The only 
other information about him was on Wikipedia and this was even scantier 
than the other article. 
 
Apparently, Bruce left school in 1957, aged 15, with the intention of 
becoming a gunsmith. Due to reasons unknown to us, that never 
eventuated, so he joined the firm of Edgar Kemp & Sons as an apprentice 
die- sinker. This required a fair amount of skill in engraving. In his spare 



 

time, presumably at night school, he studied lettering, sculpture and 
jewellery engraving at Sydney Tech, now Sydney College of Fine Arts, 
tutored by Linden Dadswell. 

 
For the next 30 years, Bruce engaged in engraving work for several 
different firms. During this period, he was awarded a Fellowship of the 
Australian Institute of History and Arts, (F.A.I.H.A.). In 1985 he decided to 
go into gun engraving on his own. Engraved silverware is another speciality 
of Bruce’s, along with designing jewellery and sculpturing. So, it should 
come as no surprise, that he also painted in oils and watercolours. His style 
of engraving covered everything from traditional to personal designs. 
 

n American expert on engraved firearms once described Bruce’s 
scroll and renaissance work as being as good as any Tiffany-worked 
Colt revolver he had ever seen. Bruce used a Zeiss 20x binocular 

microscope, (the other source says a 25x Nikon), for this finely detailed and 
intricate work. Australian flora and fauna being something of a favourite 
engraving subject for him, these are included in many of his engravings.  
 
Over the years he has done personalized engraving work on hunting knives 
and firearms, catering for the whims of his customers. I suspect this 
Browning may have been a personalized item. A little bit of fancy scroll 
work does not distract from the Browning’s normal finish too much. How 
do I know that this work was done by Bruce Dean? Like all good artists 
proud of their work, he signed it. His name is engraved under the right- 
hand side grip as you will see in the photos of this firearm. 
 
Back in 1988 when Bwana Samaki wrote the article in the Australian 
Shooters Journal, Bruce and his wife Liz lived in Tressidel Avenue, 
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Haberfield in Sydney. Bruce retired at the age of 67. I have not seen any 
other examples of his work come on the market, but it is out there 
somewhere. You may have to do what we did and strip the gun down to 
find his name. 
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GUNS FOR SALE 

Acme Arms Co. (Stevens)  12G Shotgun B/A,  S/N. 562            $350.00 

Remington 5mm R/F Rifle B/A, S/N. 115317                              $400.00 

Sportco .303/25 Rifle B/A  S/N. 35417                                         $400.00 

Lee Enfield .303 Rifle B/A S/N. 69D800 (Wood Cut)                  $400.00 

Smith & Wesson .38 S&W Revolver, S/N. 949538                      $400.00 

Aetna H&R .32 S&W Revolver, S/N. 269723                                $250.00 

Iver Johnson .38 S&W Revolver, S/N. 54199                                $250.00 

Browning “Baby” .25 cal. S/A  S/N. 119596                                  $500.00 

 

 



 

WANTED 

Front wood stock for Winchester Model 37A  410 shotgun. 

All offers considered.           Contact: Ray West, Licence 169 

PH. 89 851097       Email: raywest@tpg.com.au 

WANTED 

Ruger M77 RSI carbine with the full wooden stock in 308 

SMS Ranid on 0431 269 360 or email at: ranidmay@yahoo.com  

 

Wanted M2 .50 cal machine gun 

M2 .50 cal machine gun – real or 
replica – needed to complete display of 
the M2 .50 cal used for ground 
mounted Anti-Aircraft defence. 

I have the two tripods and cradle 
needed – just need the firearm to 
complete it (see pic).  I have all the 
necessary licences and permits for real 
or replica. 

This would be used for displays such as 
Fred's Pass where it can be positioned 
outside to attract the public to the 
main display. What have you got?? 

Please contact Jared on 0415 360 759 

 

FOR SALE 

2 x Colt Detective Specials 

Condition excellent 

$ 850.00 each 

Contact Tony Steer 0419223007 

mailto:raywest@tpg.com.au


 

Wanted – replacement firearm woodwork  

I have recently come across a collection of firearms that have been 
attacked by termites whilst stored in a gun safe - a real shame....The joys of 
living in the Top End! 

This has resulted in lots of lonely actions and metalwork, but very little 
else. And yes, they are all registered firearms. I am keen to find 
replacement woodwork to assist in getting them back to looking like 
firearms again. Please see the list below and let me know if you might have 
something that could be useable (it doesn't matter how poor it is, it will be 
better than nothing all). 

• Steyr M95 Carbine 

• Steyr M95 service rifle 

• Lithgow 1A .22 rifle 

• Enfield P14 service rifle 

• Remington Model 25 Pump-
action rifle (needs butt only) 

• Portuguese Mauser service rifle 

• French MAS 36 rifle (butt only) 

• French Mle 1907/15 Berthier 
rifle 

 

• Turkish Gew88 Commission 
rifle 

• Spanish M1893 Mauser service 
rifle 

• Israeli (7.62 converted) K98 
Mauser rifle 

• Arisaka Type 38 rifle 

• Japanese Type 44 Cavalry 
Carbine 

• Springfield 1903-A3 service rifle 
 

Please contact Jared on 0415 360 759 if you have anything that will help get 
these firearms into some semblance of their former selves again. 

 

 
I’m after a Ruger M77 MkII RSI Carbine in 308. 
  
Please text 0431 269 360 - sms only, don’t call 
  
Ranid May 
 

 
 



 

 
WANTED 
 
- Stock for a Winchester Model 1902 or 02 (.22 Boys rifle). Required for a 
display project, and 
- Magazine for a Colt Huntsman (.22 pistol). 
 
Please contact Darran on 0428 517 702 or dsoconnor5@gmail.com 

 

Want to place an advert?  They’re free to members. 
Send your text (and if necessary, a photo) to Editor Tom. 

 

 

GUNS FOR SALE 

      Acme Arms Co. (Stevens)  12G Shotgun B/A,  S/N. 562            $350.00 

      Remington 5mm R/F Rifle B/A, S/N. 115317                              $400.00 

      Lee Enfield .303 Rifle B/A S/N. 69D800 (Wood Cut)                  $400.00 

      Replacement Wood and some hardware available for above $100.00  

 DVD’s: “War in the 
air 1940-1945”, 
“The hunting DVD 
Issue 3” 

“Century of warfare 
(WW1 1914-18,  
WW2 1938-43)” 

Defensive Edge 3 x 
DVD’s on Loading 
and Hunting (Titles 
too long to list) 

DVD’s  $4.00ea.                                                 

All offers considered - contact Ray West, Licence 169. 

PH. 89 851097. Email: raywest@tpg.com.au 

 

mailto:dsoconnor5@gmail.com
mailto:raywest@tpg.com.au


 

Student of Arms? Show your interest by writing for this Journal. Deadlines: 
end of month prior to issue in March, June, September and December 

Contact the editor on talewis@bigpond.com 

 

Calling all collectors! 
  
The RAAA(NT) t/a the Darwin Military Museum (DMM) is 
seeking donations of Militaria / Artefacts / Firearms / Parts and de-
activated (inert) ordnance (no live ammunition will be accepted) from all 
operational areas where Australians (and particularly ‘Territorians’) have 
served (all conflicts from the Boer war to the present day) in order to 
enhance our ever evolving displays. 
  
Our volunteer curators are currently working on a number of preservation 
and interpretive projects to achieve this aim and we’re asking for your 
help.  As you are aware, many private collections are lost with the passage 
of time and we are striving to keep our Military history alive for future 
generations. The various display themes in the Museum have some gaps, 
and we’re particularly interested in donations of the following items: 
  
1. Defence of Darwin and the Top End WWII items (Australian Army, 

Navy, Air Force, Civilians and Allied forces). 
2. Japanese, Italian and German WWII items. 
3. South East Asian conflicts – 1945 to the present day. 
4. All ADF operations (world-wide) where personnel have operated or 

staged from Darwin and the Northern Territory. 
5. Bolt, magazine and de-activated rounds, brass and/or projectiles for 

the .55 cal Boys A/T Rifle. 
6. .50 cal M2 BMG parts, accessories, tripod and old ammunition cans 

(WWII preferred). 
7. Spent .50 cal BMG brass, projectiles and link (inert).    
8. 3.7 in Anti-Aircraft shell casings and inert projectiles.  
9. Military firearms, magazines, bayonets, parts, slings, sights and 

mounts. 
10. Hats, helmets and head-dress. 
  
For all enquiries and to arrange donations, please contact the DMM on (08) 
8981 9702 or e-mail us at:  info@darwinmilitarymuseum.com.au 
  
Check us out online at:  https://www.darwinmilitarymuseum.com.au 

mailto:talewis@bigpond.com
mailto:info@darwinmilitarymuseum.com.au
https://www.darwinmilitarymuseum.com.au/


 

  

College students have hands-on experience with 
centuries of weapons of war, courtesy ACANT 

 
From MacKillop College 

 
 
Year 9 Modern History students, who are attempting a course usually taken 
on by year 11 students, recently had a hands-on experience with centuries 
of weapons of war, courtesy of the Arms Collectors' Association of the NT. 
 
Four of their people - thanks Jared, Tony, Craig and Anne - joined teacher 
Dr Tom Lewis in covering almost 1000 years of technology in 1.5 hours. 
Students progressed through each table of artefacts in chronological order 
in groups of five.  
 

 
The History pupils began with bows and swords, and armour of the 
Crusaders, and progressed through pole-axes and plate armour to the age 
of gunpowder. There they handled muzzleloading firearms and moved on 
to breechloading single-shot muskets and rifles. The age of magazine-fed 
weapons such as the famous Lee-Enfield 303, used by Commonwealth 
troops in World War I, was joined by artillery ammunition and a selection 
of uniforms.  
 



 

Teacher Dr Lewis said that he liked to motivate the students through their 
curiosity early in the course. "If they find themselves fascinated through 
handing real equipment," he said, "then they also find theory components 
interesting too." 

 
To take advantage of the presentation, students from Ms Mae Campbell-
Emery's Year 8 SOSE also joined Dr Lewis's own Year 8s later in the day. 
They too examined the items on display over a double lesson. 

 
At the end of the day the most popular item was a 15th century bascinet 
helmet, which students could try on, and a 18th century blunderbuss. MCC 
extends sincere thanks to ACANT for a great learning opportunity. 



 

A Gas Mask for a Horse? 
 

By Craig Wharton 
 
While the German Army of WWII was reasonably well mechanised, they 
still relied heavily on horsepower. Horses, like men, suffered horribly from 
poison gas in the First World War. The fears were, that it would be used 
again in WWII and millions of gas masks were produced by all sides. Those 
for humans, despite various different designs, roughly conformed to a basic 
pattern with a rubber or fabric mask, with usually two eye-pieces and 
either a filter canister attached to the face piece, like the German soldiers 
wore, or with the filter canister attached to the mask by a length of 
rubberised hose like the British wore. These had rubber or elasticized head 
straps to secure a tight fit of the mask to the face. 

However, animals used by both sides needed protection too. There were 
special anti- gas suits for dogs, but these are so rare that they exist only as 
drawings or a photo in an old training manual. I personally have never seen 
an example of one. Pigeons used to carry messages were partially 
protected in their lofts and transport boxes, but once released would be 
exposed to any gas being deployed on the battlefield. But horses were 
different. A German infantry division utilized roughly 5,000 horses and 

What look to be German lancers with their horses in gas masks - date unknown. 



 

mules, so the animals were also in need of protection in the event of a 
poison gas attack. 
 

The German Horse Gas Mask M-1938 in itself, is something of a rarity, but 
the rest of the anti-gas kit for a horse is even rarer. This consists of a body 
cover, goggles and four leggings/ gaiters. These I do not remember ever 
seeing on the market. The M-1938 horse gas mask comes in its own canvas 
carry bag. Encased it is about 20x 30x 30 cm. There are sturdy leather 
straps and buckles for attaching the carry bag to the horse’s equipment. 
The cover and leggings/ gaiters were produced in an impermeable 
oppanol-coated fabric, the outer colour being either grey, grey green or 
dark grey, the inner colour being black.  

 
The mask itself is made of rubber and covered the horse’s (or mule’s) lower 
part of the head. It has a filter canister on either side of the mask and an 
outlet valve to the front. The gas mask bag secures to the horse’s harness 
by the strap which can be seen in the photos. This mask is dated 1940, 
indicated by the number 40 in the close up photo of the right hand side of 



 

the mask which also has the letter “G” and an acceptance stamp (Waffen 
amp stamp, Wa.A 720) in the rectangular box. It is stamped with the 
national eagle with outstretched wings and clutching the ubiquitous 
swastika in vogue at that time. The bag carries the stamp of the 
manufacturer, Draeger, the date “40” and a Waffen amp stamp, but this is 
smudged slightly.  

 
The goggles of the anti-gas horse equipment are made of clear plastic and 
are half spherical in shape with leather trimmed plastic frames. The lens 
pieces are connected by an adjustable ribbon. Cloth straps on either side of 
the eye pieces secured the goggles to the horse’s head. The body cover 
consisted of two pieces, which joined together to protect the horse’s body. 
The leggings/gaiters slipped over the horse’s legs and secured to the leg by 
straps and buckles at top and bottom. 
 
There was a second type of mask introduced in 1941 using a totally 
different approach. It consisted of two cone-shaped nostril inserts with 
filter canisters on the side and an outlet valve at the base of the cone. Black 
elastic ribbons held the cones in place and connected to the head harness. 
  
The Damp Horse Gas Mask M-1941 was a fabric and paper bag that fitted 
over the horse’s muzzle and tied to the harness. It contained a chemical 
solution which had to be dampened by water to make it effective. Neither 
of these M- 1941 masks are of the quality and finish of the M-1938 Horse 
Gas Mask. 

Student of Arms? Show your interest by writing for this Journal. Deadlines: 
end of month prior to issue in March, June, September and December 

Contact the editor on talewis@bigpond.com 

mailto:talewis@bigpond.com


 

The Kittyhawk versus the Zero 
 

By Tom Lewis 
 
Here in Darwin we have one of the most interesting Zero fighters in the 
world – the first shot down which was able to be recovered for analysis by 
the Allies. Pilot Toyoshima’s aircraft may be seen the Darwin Aviation 
Museum. It is unique. 

 
The Zero started the war as the most feared fighter in the Pacific theatre. It 
ended it outclassed, but still capable. In northern Australia the P-40 
Kittyhawk took it on and held the line. What constituted these two aircraft? 
 
They were both monoplanes, with retractable undercarriages, in a 
tailwheel configuration. The two aircraft both had powerful engines driving 
multiblade propellers in front of the pilot. Both had metal skins all-around; 
were unpressurised, and had the pilot sitting under a sliding canopy. 
 
 

A Zero fighter from the Pacific Aviation Museum. This aircraft, used by the Imperial Japanese 

Navy, was a standout performer in the early years of the war. (Pacific Aviation Museum) 



 

Name Country Armament Top Speed/ 
Weight 

Engine Max. 
Range 

Kittyhawk1 USA 6 x .50 MG 378 mph 
 
8,858 lb (4,018 
kg) 
 
Max climb 
2,142 feet per 
min 

1,360hp V-
1710-81 
liquid-
cooled in-
line piston 

670 miles 

Zero2 Japan 2 x 20mm 
cannon in wings 
 
2 x 7.7mm 
machine guns in 
engine cowling 

354 
Mph 
 
6,025 lb (2,733 
kg) 
 
Max climb 
2,812 feet per 
min 

1,130hp 
14-cylinder 
two-row 
air-cooled 
radial 
piston 
engine 

1,193 
miles 

 

 

 
1 Military Factory. https://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/detail.asp?aircraft_id=75 P-40E 
discussed. 
2 Military Factory. https://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/detail.asp?aircraft_id=262 

A Kittyhawk of the Fighter Collection organisation. This Merlin-engined P-40F saw 

service with the 13th Air Force in the southwest Pacific. (Wiki Commons) 

https://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/detail.asp?aircraft_id=75


 

Performance 
 
The P-40 was outclimbed by the Zero, meaning if a dogfight was engaged in 
the American aircraft would find the Japanese enemy would be able to get 
above him, which would end badly for the US pilot. The again the P-40s top 
speed was higher – in a stern chase it could catch a Zero, while the 
Japanese would steadily fall behind in such a situation. Initially at least, the 
attitude towards the Japanese aircraft was one of “Those who chose to 
dogfight the Zero would be soundly defeated. Those who chose to use 
what superior qualities they had in their aircraft with better protective 
features would at least hold their own.” 3 
 

 
Both aircraft had the pilot sitting in/slightly forward of the wings below 
him, with good visibility all around. The P-40’s cockpit design though, 
obscured the vision of the pilot behind him – the most important direction 
for a fighter pilot to monitor. 
 

 
3 Mikesh, Robert C. Zero: Combat and Development History of Japan’s Legendary Mitsubishi 
A6M Zero Fighter. USA: Motorbooks, 1994. (p. 56)  

A RAAF No. 75 Squadron Kittyhawk and an A6M2 Zero from No. 4 Naval Air Group 

tangle near Lae at dawn in early April 1942 (Michael Claringbould) 



 

Regarding fuel usage, the heavier weight of the P-40 meant it burnt more 
fuel. Especially if at the end of a mission, this could conceivably develop 
into a problem for the US plane in a fight as it sought to flee to its home 
base. Then again, the P-40s were fighting closer to home. 
 

he Zero performed slightly better at height given its lower wing 
loading. Conversely the P-40 could outdive the Zero, and in terms of 
G forces pulling out it was stronger. Overall the Zero was a better 

dogfighter. Patrick Masell suggests: 
 

The overall performance of the A6M Zero and the P-40 Warhawk 
were as different as night and day. While the P-40 employed speed 
and survivability, the Zero relied on its tight turn-radius and swift 
climb to succeed in combat. The A6M's nimbleness was legendary; 
in low-speed dogfights it almost guaranteed success.4 

The Americans learnt how to fight the Zero with the P-40 in China under 
Claire Chennault, an ex-US Army captain who had formed for the Chinese 
government the Flying Tigers, a squadron of volunteer US pilots. The 
aviators, trained in Chennault’s fighting techniques, achieved an 
outstanding combat record using height to pounce on Zeroes which they 
had been warned by radio were coming: 
 

The Curtis was sturdy, fast and stable. Stable is good, except in a 
dogfight. The Zero, on the other hand, was highly maneuverable, 

 
4 Masell, Patrick. “The P-40 Warhawk and the A6M Zero.” https://www.chuckhawks.com/p-
40_vs_zero.htm 
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P-40s of 8th Sqn 49th FG under maintenance at Strauss airfield south of Darwin 

(Bob Alford) 



 

fast and light. Light is good, except when you get hit by enemy 
gunfire. The Zero was very vulnerable to a hit. If you could just hit 
the Zero once, you could most likely bring it down. But, to bring 
down the P-40, you had to hit it a lot; like the prizefighter who can 
take punches.5  

 
Lieutenant Commander Kofukuda, Flight Commander of the Japanese 6th 
Air Corps at Guadalcanal, accurately recorded at the time that the 
manoeuvrability of the American P-40 was markedly inferior to the Zero: 
 

While the Tomahawk (sic) 
possessed the same 
maximum speed as the 
(Zero), it lacked the rate 
of climb of our fighter and 
could not hope to match it 
in close combat. The 
Tomahawk pilots 
therefore took advantage 
of their superior diving 
speed, and almost 
invariably resorted to 
‘shoot and retreat’ tactics. 
Thus, they usually refused 
combat unless they 
possessed the advantage 
of altitude, which enabled them to dive into the (Zero) formations 
with blazing guns and race away at a diving speed beyond that 
possible with a (Zero).6 

 
Design 
 
In terms of reliability both aircraft were roughly the same. However, 
American servicing routines were better, particularly in terms of the 
machine’s guns. The Japanese at the extent of their Empire – which 
included the bases to Australia’s north – were working on poorly 
established and maintained airstrips: 
 

 
5 Ives, Dave. “P-40 vs Zero: Dogfight over China”. http://ivesguy.com/p-40-vs-zero-dogfight-
over-china/ 
6 The Naval Officers Club of Australia. “The P-40 Curtiss Kittyhawk”. 
https://www.navalofficer.com.au/kittyhawk/ 

Japanese pilots Masao Asai and Masao Sato 

aboard carrier Akagi, 1938-1939, with Zero 

fighter. (Japanese National Archives) 



 

Food at Japanese airfields was bad. Barracks were jungle slums. 
There were no laundry facilities, and men washed themselves in 
rivers, or under water-filled cans. Disease felled pilots and left 
serviceable aircraft grounded. Physical exhaustion lowered pilot 
performance, so that lesser-skilled opponents sometimes shot down 
veteran but feverish Japanese pilots. 
 

Manpower became critical with no tractors, and ground crews wore 
themselves out pushing aircraft around fields. They worked at night 
to avoid Allied air attacks, only to fall victim to the malaria 
mosquito, which was most active at night. Men worked seven days a 
week in wretched weather at exhausting and mind-numbing tasks. 
Ground crews became nervous and irritable from lack of sleep. It 
took longer and longer to accomplish a given assignment. Minor as 
well as major accidents increased. 
 
Raw human muscle wrestled bombs, cannon shells and machine gun 
rounds onto aircraft. Mechanics pulled maintenance on baking hot 
fields in direct tropical sunlight, for there were no hangars. When 
flooded airstrips dried after rains, dust billowed up in the wake of 
each aircraft, choking cockpit interiors and eroding engines.7 

 
7 Whitman, John W. “Japan’s Fatally Flawed Air Forces in World War II”. HistoryNet. Undated. 
https://www.historynet.com/japans-fatally-flawed-air-forces-in-world-war-ii-2.htm 

The wreckage of a Model 52 Zero (A6M5) in Chiran Museum. (Author photograph) 



 

 
The engine design of the two meant the Zero was a better performer in 
terms of ability to throw the machine about. The P-40s supercharger was 
designed for maximum performance below 15,000 feet.  
 

s in the arguments about whether the Hurricane was better than 
the Spitfire, the ability of the machines to take punishment was a 
factor. The P-40 had the advantage here in terms of whether 

machinegun and cannon fire could be absorbed or not. Peter Ingman notes 
in his book on the two: 
 

In combat over Horn Island on March 14, 1942, 2Lt A. T. House of 
the 7th PS rammed a Zero-sen in mid-air. Although the latter 
disintegrated in a shower of debris, the Warhawk remained aloft 
despite having a badly damaged wing. House was able to make a 
safe landing, albeit a “hot” one without flaps.8 

 
Clive Caldwell, flying a P-40 in Africa, was in a fight with two ME 109s in 
which his aircraft “lost one aileron, one rudder control: one flat tyre, one 
flap u/s and holed, approx. one hundred small holes plus five large ones, 

 
8 Ingman, Peter. P-40E Warhawk versus A6M2 Zero-Sen. Avonmore: Adelaide, 2019. (p. 18) 

A 

Val two-man dive-bomber escorted by a Zero. Note the divebomber's undercarriage 

does not retract. These were the second wave carrier bombers which pulverised 

shipping in the Darwin strike of 19 February 1942.  (Photo by Victor G. Archer) 



 

was on fire” and in which the Australian was wounded. Nevertheless he got 
the Tomahawk down and survived.9 
 
Naval officer Nat Gould flew both RAF Hurricanes in Russia and RAAF 
Kittyhawks in Milne Bay. After his first Kittyhawk flight, he wrote, “Don’t 
like them: too heavy, no climb, no manoeuvrability.” He changed his mind 
after Milne Bay when he found this “bulldozer with wings” took and 
delivered more punishment than even his rugged Hurricane. “One 
Kittyhawk returned to Milne Bay with a hole just forward of the tail big 
enough to put your head through. That would have destroyed a Hurricane,” 
Nat said. 10 
 

 Japan’s Zero USA’s Kittyhawk 

Performance 

Climbing Excellent Lesser 

Diving Lesser Excellent 

Maneuverability Excellent Lesser 

Fuel usage Excellent Lesser 

Wing loading Excellent Lesser 

Acceleration Excellent Lesser 

Speed Lesser Excellent 

Ease of use  Excellent Fair 

Design 

Armament Lighter machineguns 
and slow firing 
cannon 

Excellent heavy 
machineguns 

Durability Poor Excellent 

Undercarriage  Very strong Reasonable 

Pilot armour Non-existent Present 

Pilot visibility Excellent Obscured at rear 

Self-sealing fuel tanks Non-existent Present 

 
The P-40 also had self-sealing fuel tanks and pilot armour whereas the Zero 
did not. A hit in the area of the tanks or pilot could therefore prove 
devastating. The lower morale dictated by the Zero’s lack of armour would 
also have a negative psychological effect on the pilot’s aggression. Writer 
Robert Mikesh made a most insightful comment when he said that the Zero 
utilised a possibly flawed design philosophy: “one of foregoing aircraft 

 
9 Alexander, Kristen. Clive Caldwell Air Ace. Crows Nest, Australia: Allen & Unwin, 2006. (p. 43) 
10 The Naval Officers Club of Australia. “The P-40 Curtiss Kittyhawk”. 
https://www.navalofficer.com.au/kittyhawk/  Various air forces used Kittyhawk, Warhawk and 
Tomahawk. 

https://www.navalofficer.com.au/kittyhawk/


 

protective features in order to enhance performance so that the aircraft 
could fly its way out of trouble.”11 
 
The P-40s design was somewhat user-unfriendly. Like the foremost fighter 
of the Great War, the Sopwith Camel, it was difficult to fly: the Camel had a 
very savage right hand turn, due to its torque, that could be hard to handle 
for a novice. The P-40 had unforgiving stall characteristics.  

 
In essence, the table above is revealing. Once the Zero was understood by 
enemy pilots, they could have its measure by choosing when and how to 
fight. The Zero also had some design flaws that could dictate destruction 

 
11 Mikesh, Robert C. Zero: Combat and Development History of Japan’s Legendary Mitsubishi 
A6M Zero Fighter. USA: Motorbooks, 1994. (p. 52)  

The wreck of Toyoshima's Zero in Darwin Aviation Museum (Author photo) 



 

rather than reaching home to fly again, as was the case for many a 
Kittyhawk pilot.  
 
The Toyoshima Zero 
 
The Darwin raid 
saw 188 Japanese 
aircraft launched 
from four aircraft 
carriers to the 
town’s north-
west. Kate three-
man bombers 
and Val two-man 
divebombers 
were backed up 
by 36 Zero 
fighters flying as 
escort.  
 
One of the 
Zeroes, flying 
north out of the harbour as the raid 
ended, suffered oil pressure loss from a 
bullet strike. Its pilot Hajime Toyoshima 
elected to crash land on Melville Island 
to Darwin’s north, where he was 
captured by local Aboriginal man 
Matthias Ulunguru. The wreck was later 
recovered, and Toyoshima sent to the 
Cowra POW camp, where he was one of 
the leaders of the famous break-out. He 
killed himself rather than suffer further 
dishonour through capture. 
 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
 
Sourced from Eagles over Darwin – the 
story of the USAAF’s 49th FG in 1942. 
(Avonmore Books, 2021) 
 
 
 

Some of the Tiwi islanders with an unidentified Serviceman, at the 

wreck site. (Bob Alford) 



 

An Unusual Arms Collection item… 
 

By Jack Aubrey 
 
Collecting armed forces manuals occasionally brings up some unusual 
items. This is part of a US Forces manual from World War II. It detailed 
Japanese deception techniques which the Marine landing forces found out 
to their sorrow could be most effective. 
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Canada's WWII-era pistols dangerously unreliable — 
but the quest to find a replacement drags on 

 
By our Overseas Correspondent 

 
The British Army had this exact same problem in 2011. They fixed it for a 

fraction of the cost in only two years 
 
The Canadian Army brought 20 of its Browning pistols to an Arkansas 
shooting competition. Before events had even officially kicked off, 15 of 
those pistols had jammed so badly during the warmup they couldn’t be 
used. 

 
“It was so bad, the guys coming off (the range) were handing over their 
(remaining five) pistols to the next team because they couldn’t trust the 
others,” said Ken Pole, who wrote about the incident for a feature in 
Canadian Army Today. 
 

Master Cpl. Tatyana Danylyshyn, 25, fires a 9mm Browning pistol in Wainwright, 

Alta. in 2010. (Ryan Jackson/Edmonton Journal) 



 

On average, Pole found that the Canadians’ handguns has jammed once 
every 62 shots. Their British competitors, by contrast, squeezed off 5,620 
rounds without a hitch. 
 
This is all pretty standard for the Browning Hi-Power, the 74-year-old pistol 
still carried as the primary sidearm of the Canadian Armed Forces. 
 
Unlike most pistols carried by G7 militaries, Brownings have a tendency to 
rattle and soldiers have been advised not to fully load the pistol because it 
will wear out the springs. 
 
When a Canadian soldier is deployed to a war zone such as Afghanistan or 
Mali, they’re issued with whatever Browning Hi-Power is deemed to be 
least likely to give out. That’s why some have joked that if they’re ever 
forced to use their sidearm in combat, they’d be better off throwing it than 
shooting it. 
 
“If you give me a choice of a sharp stick or a Browning, I’ll … sadly take the 
Browning but will look fondly at the stick,” Bob Kinch, a former competitive 
marksman with the Canadian Armed Forces, wrote in a September Quora 
post. 
 

ike many times when the Canadian military tries to buy something, 
however, the quest to replace the Browning is now held up in a years-
long procurement limbo. A 2016 statement by the Department of 

National Defence estimated that soldiers wouldn’t be able to get their 
hands on new pistols until at least 2026. 
 
Canada’s Hi-Powers are so desperately obsolete, however, that the army 
has been forced to greenlight a stopgap program to buy up some working 
pistols in the meantime. Known as the “Army Interim Pistol Program,” it 
will buy about 7,000 sidearms to immediate plug what the army is calling 
its “current pistol capability gaps.” 
 
 “Due to the Browning 9mm’s advancing age, replacement of these pistols 
will be necessary in the future,” the Department of National Defence told 
the National Post in a statement. 
 
When Canadians were still shooting Nazis and North Koreans, the Browning 
was a fine weapon. Designed in the 1920s, it ranked among the most 
reliable sidearms that a mid-century soldier could expect to carry into 
battle. It was one of the few weapons to carry the dubious distinction of 
being used by both sides. After German troops overran a French factory 

L 



 

making Hi-Powers in 1940, they ordered the facility to continue cranking 
out the pistols for use by Axis forces. 
 

Canada’s Hi-Powers were all manufactured in Toronto by John Inglis and 
Company, which would later become a maker of washing machines. Many 
of the Inglis Hi-Powers were actually intended to be sent to China for use 
against Japanese forces. The order fell through when Imperial Japan 
surrendered and Canada was suddenly left with a massive surplus of 
wartime 9mm pistols. As late as the early 2000s, there were unused Hi-
Powers sitting in Canadian depots, still covered in factory grease. 
 
Age has withered Canada’s stock of Hi-Powers and in the wake of 70 years 
of pistol development, the sidearms have also become wildly obsolete. 
 
Hi-Powers have no place to affix a flashlight. They have notoriously small 
sights that make the pistol hard to aim in low light. They’re virtually 
impossible to fire for anybody who’s wearing gloves or left-handed. They 
also have an unusually long hammer which has a tendency to shred 
shooters’ hands. “If I fired more than 20 shots, the hammer bite would cut 
my hand open,” the marksman Kinch wrote. 
 

A member of the Area Security Force practises firing the Browning 9mm pistol 

during Operation IMPACT on March 4, 2015. (Department of National Defence) 



 

“The bottom line is that we don’t have a sufficiently reliable General 
Service Pistol,” Major Carl Gendron, head of infantry weapon procurement, 
told Canadian Army Today. 
 
Like many artefacts from the 1940s, the Hi-Power’s all-metal construction 
also makes it unusually heavy. The average Canadian police officer, for 
instance, is carrying a Glock, a pistol made significantly lighter due to its 
polymer frame. 
 

n a 2017 story on the 10-year, $50 million process to replace Canada’s 
Hi-Powers, Postmedia reporter David Pugliese wrote that “industry 
representatives have privately questioned why Canada would take so 

long to buy a new pistol, noting that the process could be completed in 
about a year or two at most.” 
 
The British Army would seem to agree. Just a few years ago, the Brits were 
in the exact same position as Canada. Their soldiers were still carrying 
Second World War-era Brownings and this was starting to become a 
dangerous liability for deployed troops. 
 
So, London tested some alternatives, settled on the Glock 17 and bought 
25,000 of them for the equivalent of $15 million CDN — about one quarter 
the expected cost of Canada’s program for pistol replacement. 
 
According to the BBC, the whole process only took two years. 
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Western Movies Created the Myth of ‘Fanning’ 
 

By Lee A. Silva 

Old West gunfighters hardly ever practiced the technique. 

During the 1950s Hollywood Western movie craze, fast drawing and 
rapid firing of several shots by “fanning” a six-shooter became a skill 
used in almost every celluloid gunfight. And a half-century later, 
many Western history buffs are still not aware that fanning a six-gun 
did not happen much in the real Old West. 

Unlike the later double-action revolvers, single-action revolvers (the 
most-often used six-shooters on the frontier) could not be fired just 
by squeezing the trigger; the hammer had to be manually cocked 
first. So to fan a single-action revolver, the shooter squeezed the 
trigger against the back of the trigger guard and held it there in firing 
position while repeatedly fanning back the hammer into full-cock 
position with the heel of his other hand. This fanning turned the 

A pair of Colt Peacemaker revolvers (Public domain) 



 

cylinder and released the hammer to fall and fire a new chamber as 
rapidly as the shooter’s off hand could repeat this movement.  

n the 1920s and 1930s, Ed McGivern became the “World’s Fastest 
Gun” when he was electronically timed fanning five shots out of a 
Colt single-action revolver into a hand-sized target in 1.1 seconds. 

But in the real 19th-century West, there probably weren’t a handful 
of men who could fan as fast as McGivern. And even if they could, 
the jarring of the gun created by the fanning made holding it on a 
man-sized target so difficult that the side of a barn would probably 
have gone untouched by bullets. Of course, shooting at a man who is 
shooting back trying to kill you is emotionally different than firing 
rapidly at an inanimate target, and only a fool would have tried to 
fan his six-shooter in an actual man-to-man shootout. So fanning in 
the Old West was usually only done in Wild West performances or to 
show off. 

Fanning had other drawbacks, too. The simple internal mechanism of 
Colts and Remingtons had delicate spring metal on the pawl that 
turned the cylinder and in the locking bolt that locked the cylinder in 
place. So repeated rapid fanning could prematurely break these vital 
parts or mainspring and make the gun useless in a life-or-death 
situation. Another drawback was physical; repeated fanning could 
leave the heel of the fanning hand torn and bloody from contact with 
the sharp edges of the hammer spur. 

An early description of fanning appeared in a caustic article about 
gunfighting in the December 1, 1889, San Francisco Examiner: “The 
professional packer of pistols…turned his attention to discovering 
methods of firing the single-action pistol with greater rapidity.…His 
first brilliant achievement in that line was ‘fanning the hammer.’… 

I 

A well-used old Colt Model 1860 Revolver 



 

The result was a fusillade like a bunch of firecrackers.…[But] it is 
doubtful if anybody yet has succeeded in firing six consecutive balls 
into the same township by fanning the hammer.”  

In A Vaquero of the Brush Country, a 1929 biography of Texas 
cattleman John Young’s early days, legendary Lone Star State author 
J. Frank Dobie quotes Young: “The only reason on earth for carrying a 
gun is to use it when needed. The only reason on earth for pulling it 
when needed is to shoot it with lightning speed and deadly 
precision….In quick action, the gun was often fired from the hip as it 
came out of the holster, but the second shot was aimed straight at 
the heart, sometimes the head.…” Young then quotes Texas Ranger 
Captain James B. Gillett: “In all my experience with both officers and 

desperadoes…I never saw a man shoot from the hip. All of them 
pulled the pistol, pointed it from the shoulder level and 
fired.…Fanning… was pretty much a piece of show business, though 
there were men who could fan.…A man might fan for pastime but 
seldom for his life.” (While Young’s quote appears to contradict 
Gillett’s words about not shooting from the hip, Young is merely 
adding that a gunman might risk a first shot from the hip as his gun 
came out of the holster.) 

And in the November 1, 1930, Saturday Evening Post, Wyatt Earp 
biographer Stuart Lake quoted Wyatt’s blunt views about gun 
handling: “In all my life as a frontier peace officer, I did not know a 

A popular depiction of Wyatt Earp 



 

really proficient gunfighter who had anything but contempt for the 
gun fanner, or the man who literally shot from the hip.…From my 
experience…I can only support the opinion advanced by the men who 
gave me my most valuable instruction in fast and accurate shooting —
which was that the gun fanner and the hip shooter stood small 
chance to live against a man who…took his time and pulled the 
trigger once.” 

The action-packed 1950s Western movie boom also created another 
undying gunfighter myth—that gunmen in the real West opened the 
loading gate of a Colt or Remington single-action revolver and spun 
the cylinder to see whether the chambers were loaded. But, as with 
rapid fanning, the fast spinning of the cylinder could cause the pawl 
spring or locking bolt spring to break, leaving the broken six -shooter 
owner very dead when his life had depended on the gun the most.  

So, the next time you see a Western movie that has the good guy or 
the bad guy spinning the cylinder to see if his six-shooter is loaded, 
or filling his opponent full of holes while fanning his Colt revolver, try 
not to cringe. Just know it’s all Hollywood hokum.  

Lee A. Silva has much more to say about fanning in his biography of 
Wyatt Earp. 

Yul Brynner fans a revolver while wearing a suitably determined expression 

 (Public domain) 



 

 
 

 
Action Aviation Art  

 
With Michael Claringbould 

 
 
 

 

 

"A RAAF Hudson low on final approach as it brings supplies into Kokoda" 

 

(with permission, from Volume 4 of South Pacific Air War, published by 

Avonmore Books) 

 


